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1. Introduetion 

1. Introduetion 

lterative Leaming Control (ILC) has been used in many applications that 
perform repeated tasks [ 1]. Fr om an engineering perspective, it is natural to u se 
the error information from the previous trials of the same task to realize more 
perfect tracking [2]. 

ILC iteratively improves the tracking performance by updating the feed-forward 

signal from one trial to the next, see Fig. 1. ILC can provide better control when 
compared tofeedback control and feed-forward control for the systems subject 
to repeating disturbances. Feedback control reacts to reference and disturbance 
signal with a lag in trans i ent tracking and feed-forward control will work 
usually only for known references and disturbances [3]. 

ILC is different from adaptive controL Adaptive control modifies the parameters 
in the feedback controller over the trial which fail to incorporate the previous 

trial knowledge, while ILC modifies the feed-forward control effort or the 

parameters in ILC controller from trialto trial [3]. 

ILC also differs from Repetitive Control (RC) in the sense that the initial 
conditions of the system of each trial in standard ILC must be the same, while 
RC requires that the initial condition of the system in each trial is the same as the 
final condition ofthe previous trials [3]. 

In general, ILC has two kinds of system representations: time windowed ILC and 
frequency domain ILC. Each will be explained inSection 2 and Section 3 

respectively. InSection 4 a time windowed ILC with basis function is elaborated 
specifically, foliowed by a summary ofthis literature studyin Section 5. 

Fig. 1: First order ILC framework: fk, ek is the feed-forward and error signa) of trialk 

respectively, and fk+t is the feed-forward signa) of trial k + 1. 
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2. Time windowed ILC 

2. Time windowed ILC 

2.1. System representation 
Before going to the subject of ILC, first give the lifted representation of the 

general system. Since ILC uses the error and feed-forward information ofthe 

previous trials stored in memory, it's natural to analyze the system in discrete 

time domain [3]. 

Suppose there is a general system with discrete input signal u(t) and output 

signal y(t): y(t) = Gd(p, t) · u(t), where Gd(p, t) = ... + g_2 (t)p2 + g_ 1 (t)p + 
g0 (t) + g1 (t)p-1 + g 2 (t)p-2 + ... , Bi(t) is the impulse response coefficient of 

ö ( t - i) at sample t which is time variant, p is the time shift operator with 

pu(t) = u(t + 1). In real applications, the discrete time dirneusion is always 

fini te, hence put all the signals in a time window with the lengthof N, i.e. in the 

vector form: 

y = [ y(O), y(1), ... y(N- 1)F E 'RNx1, u= [ u(O), u(1), ... u(N- 1)F E 'RNx\ the 

dynamics can bedescribed in the lifted form as follows: 

fi E 'RN x1 is called the convolution matrix from u toy. 

I 
Bo(O) B-1(0) 

fi = B1 ~1) Bo~1) 

BN-1(N- 1) 9N-2(N- 1) 

F or a L TI system, 

I Bo 
B-1 ... 

91-N1 
fi = ~1 Bo ... B2-N 

: . 

BN-1 BN-2 ... Bo 

For LTI causal system, fi has the Toeplitz structure [3]. 

I Bo 
0 

~ 1' fi = ~1 Bo ... 

BN-1 BN-2 ... Bo 

2 

B1-N(O) 1 
B2-N(1) 

Bo(N- 1) 



2. Time windowed ILC 

where g0 , g1 ... is the impulse response coefficient. 

If the L TI causal system is expressed in the state space form, 

( )
-{x(t+l)=Ax(t)+ Bu(t) 

Ç}d A,B,C,D - () () y t = Cx t + Du(t) 

We can also put it in the form of a convolution matrix. 

D 0 0 0 go 0 0 

CE D 0 0 gl go 0 
Q= = 

0 (2-1) 
CA N-2B CA N-) B D g N-1 g N-2 go 

Ifthe LTI causal system is described with the transfer function: Ç(s) = ~~:~, by 

discretizing, we can also put Ç(s) into gd(p) or gd(A, B, C, D), then in the same 

lifted form as (2-1 ). 

a) Structure ofthe general system 
The general structure of the system under control using ILC is shown in Fig. 2 

[ 1]. 

f 
r + e + + c G -

-

Fig. 2: General system framework: e is the output, fis the input, ris the external disturbance. 

e =Sr- ]f, with Sensitivity s = (1 +CG)-\ Process Sensitivity] = G(l + CG)-1 . 

Put e, f, rinvector form, 

k is the trial index. 

e k = [ ek(O), ek(1), ·· · ek(N- l)f, 

f k = [ fk(O),fk(1), ··· fk(N- l)f, 

r = [ r(O), r(l), ··· r(N- l)f, 

3 



2. Time windowed ILC 

[ ek(O) l [ sa 
0 

0 l [ r(O) l [ j 0 0 

0] [ t.(O) l ek(1) _ s1 so 0 r(1) j1 jo 0 fk(1) 

ek (N;- 1) SN;- 1 SN-2 ;o r(N :_ 1) jN~1 jN-2 j~ fk(N;-1) 

ek s r T Ik 

(2-2) 

S, T is the corresponding convolution matrix of S and] in lifted form. 

b) Structure of ILC 
For ILC part, use the first order update algorithm which means that the current 
control effort is only basedon information of last trial [2]. 

fk+ 1 (t) = Q(p, t)fk(t) + L(p, t)ei(t), where 

Q(p, t) = ... + q_2(t)p 2 + q_1 (t)p + q0 (t) + q1 (t)p- 1 + q2(t)p-2 + .. . 

L(p, t) = ... + L 2 (t)p 2 + L 1(t)p + l0 (t) + l1(t)p- 1 + l2(t)p-2 + ... . 

Here Q(p, t), L(p, t) can benon-causaland time variant [3]. Puttheupdate 
algorithm into lifted form: 

fk+l Q fk 

[ 1,(0) L 1 (0) 
l,_N(O) l [ ek(O) l [1 (1) lo(l) lz-N(1) ek(l) 

[N-1 (~- 1) lN-z(N- 1) l
0
(N;- 1) ek(N;- 1) 

L ek 

. f f . h NXN Z.e. k+l = Q k +Lek , Wlt Q, L E 'R . 

Now we can put the whole control contiguration in the form depicted in Fig. 3. 

4 
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2. Time windowed ILC 

+ Yd 
Y1c -

Fig. 3: Closed ILC loop, framework adopted from [6] , [7] 

2.2. Stability 
Since ris an extemal disturbance, it will notchange the convergence properties 
ofthe ILC controller [4] . Hence adopt the following definition from [1]. 

Definition: ILC is stabie iflim f k = 0, for r = 0 , 'Vf 0 E 'RN. 
k~oo 

Search the stability condition: 
fk+t = Qfk +Lek= Qfk- LT · fk = (Q- LT) · fk ~ At fk 

withoutlossof generality, assume A1 = MAM- 1
, i.e. is diagonal, with 

M = [m11 m2,···,mN],A = [Àf ~2 ~ ~ 1· 
0 0 ··· À.N 

In summary, the stability condition is [1]: 

lp(Q- LT) < 11 

5 



2. Time windowed ILC 

2.3. Monotonic convergence and convergence speed 

2.3.1 Monotonic convergence 
Definition [1]: There exists 0 :s;; E < 1, lllk+tllv :s;; Ellfkllv, for r = 0, Tik;::::: 0, 'Vlo E 

RN. llfkllv is any given p-norm. 

lk+t = Qfk +Lek= (Q- LT)fk, 

llfk+lllp = IICQ- LT)Ikllp :s;; IICQ- LT)IIipllfkllp, 

if IICQ- LT)IIip < 1, the monotonic convergence (MC) condition can be satisfied. 

Here use a 2-norm, IICQ- LT)IIïz = a(Q- LT). 

So the MC condition is [1]: 

JO'(Q-LT) <IJ 
(2-3) 

Remark: Usually MC of Ik is notequivalent to MC of ek. 

ek+t = -T · lk+t = -T(Q- LT)Ik, MC of ek needs llek+tllz = IIT(Q- LT)fkllz :s;; 
llekllz = IITikllz, 

however (2-3) doesn' t ensure this, for example: 

T = [~ ~1], (Q- LT) = [00
5 ~],Ik= GJ, llek+tllz = o.s, while llekllz = o, so 

llek+tll z > llekllz. 

2.3.2 Convergence speed 

Definition [1]: The convergence speed is evaluated as E = 11 ~;:~~ 2 for [0 * 
0. The smallerE, the [aster the convergence speed. 

From llfk+tll ~ = 1/ A/ Arlk :s;; Àmax(ArT Ar)!/ Ik= Àmax(Ar T Ar )lil kil~, what can 

be derived is 11~;:~~ 2 :s;; a(Q- LT). So a(Q- LT) gives the information ofnot only 

the monotonic convergence but also the convergence speed, the smaller 
a(Q- LT) , the faster the convergence speed [1]. 

2.4. Performance 
Definition [1]: The performance is evaluated as limk-.cx, llekll 2 • 

{
ek = S · r- T · fk 
fk+t = Qfk +Lek 

fk+t = Qfk + L[S · r- T · (fk + fd)] = (Q- LT)fk + L(S · r) ~ 

f oo = (I - Q + LT) -l LS · r ~ 

6 



2. Time windowed ILC 

when Q = I,L,] is regular, eoo =[I- T(L:T)- 1L]e1 = 0. [6] 

2.5. Example: inversion method fora known system 

When T is regular, from 11 ~;:~~ 2 ::::;; iJ(Q- LT) , when Q =I, L=T-1 we can 

conclude that ILC has the fastest convergence speed. 
However in most cases T is irregular due to time delay or non-minimum phase 
zeros in plant dynamics. The influence of time delay on singularity can be seen 
from (2-2), j 0 = j 1 = ··· = jm_1 = 0 where mis the number of delay, therefore 
rank(T)::::;; N- m, T is singular[7]. The singularity can also be caused by non
minimum phase zeros. If a system has one non-minimum phase zero, by 
definition, there always exists an initia! condition x0 and an exponential input 

signal fï such that Tfï + Ox0 = o, where 0 is the observability matrix ofthe 
statespace realization ofthe process sensitivity. Then the upper bound ofthe 

smallest nonzero singular value a of T is given by 

(T) < IIOxoll z 
Q - llfdlz 

for larger dimension of N, llfdl 2 --t oo, Q(T) --t 0, which results in badly 

conditioned T [8]. 

When T is singular, L can be designed as a pseudo inverse of T [9] defined as 

1/a1 

rt = v 

where U, V comes from the singular value decomposition of T: 

T = ULV7 =U V7 , rank(T) = p ::::;; N 

L can also be designed as a~- pseudo inverse [7] defined as: 

rt.P ~ (T7 T + ~I)- 1T7 with very small ~· 

7 



2. Time windowed ILC 

Now give an example ofusing both rt and rt.13. The reference is a 3rd order step 

signal shown in Fig. 4. 

5 

4 

>< 3 

2 

1 

0.05 

Ref 

0.1 
time[s] 

Fig. 4: Reference 

0.15 0.2 

The transfer function ofthe plant is G(s) = 1

2
, the feedback controller is C(s) = 

s 

.2...s+1 
2500 · 4J' . The reference and output without ILC is shown in Fig. 5. 

soorr5 +1 

-4 

6
x10 

--- Ref 

5 - output 

4 

3 

2 

1 

0.05 

Trial: 1 

0.1 
time fsl 

--------

0.15 

Fig. 5: Output & reference without ILC 

0.2 

With Q = I, L= rt and L= rt.1e-10 respectively, the error of the trial 1,2,1 0 and 
output of trial 10 are shown below respectively. 
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2. Time windowed ILC 

~ _f'': : ~~":'"·':::; : : l 
0 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.1 0.12 0.14 0.16 0.18 0.2 

t[s] 

~ _f'": : :=;=":'MI === : : I 

0 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.1 0.12 0.14 0.16 0.18 0.2 
t[s] 

~ _f'": : : ~~'"E' ": ~· : I 
0 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.1 0.12 0.14 0.16 0.18 0.2 

t[s] 

Fig. 6: Error with Q = I, L = Tt 

~ :i w• : : ~=o:'""'S; : : l 
0 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.1 0.12 0.14 0.16 0.18 0.2 

t[s] 

~r,· : :~:. 1 

0 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.1 0.12 0.14 0.16 0.18 0.2 
t[s] 

~ _r,· :~ : 1 

0 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.1 0.12 0.14 0.16 0.18 0.2 
t[s] 

Fig. 7: Error with Q = I, L = Tt,le-lO 

Camparing Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 we can see L = rt ILC has a faster convergence 
speed than L = rt.le-l a. This can reasoned as follows: 

1 
1 

As rtr = v 
1 

9 



2. Time windowed ILC 

Therefore, Q- rtr = [OP l 
IN-p ' 

Q- rtr is closer to the zero matrix than Q- rt.~T, soa large part ofthe error 
will disappear after one trial for L = rt, but for L = rt.te-lO, only the part related 

to CJ? » 10-10 will disappear after one trial. 

2.6. Optimal LQ-Control 
Insection 2.3 , we have argued the singularity issue due to the time delay and 
non-minimum phase zerosin the system. Also the system is usually exposed to 

non-repetitive disturbances, which will deteriorate the performance of ILC. So 
for eaéh trial, weneed to emphasize not only the current trial error, but also the 
control effort for the singularity issue and the varia ti on of the control effort with 
respect to the previous trial for the non-repetitive disturbance issue. To achieve 
these objectives, use the linear quadratic optimal control strategy. 

The criterion function is: 

with !1fk+t = fk+t- fk; We. w,, W~r are the weighting matrices to penalize ek+b 

f k+l and 11f k+t respectively. 

The objective is to find fk+ 1 = f'k+1 such that minJ(fk+t)· 
fk+l 

The first order Taylor series expansion of J(fk+1 ) around fk_+ 1 is: 

10 



2. Time windowed ILC 

If fi<+t is alocal minimizer of J(fk+ 1), J(fk+t)- JC!*k+t) = (a~~k+:1)fl,. (fk+t-
k+1 

f*k+t) + O(llfk+t- f*k+tll) :2: 0 for any fk+t E 'RN, fk+t ~ f'k+ 1, thereby the 
following condition needs to be held [10]: 

=0 

{
Q = (TrweT + w1 + wllt )-1 UTrweT + wllt ); 

L = (TTV\'eT + Wr + Wllf )-1TTWe; 

2.6.1 MC and convergence speed 
According to (2-3), the monotonic convergence condition is: 

A sufficient condition is: 

Usually] is singular, so w1 >- 0 to ensure MC [6]. 

2. 6.2 Performance 
e oo = [I- T(I- Q + LT)- 1L] · e 1 

=[I- T(TTWeT + Wr r1
TTWe] · e1. 

(2-4) 

(2-5) 

So e oo is independent of wllf if there are no trial variant disturbances. Wh en T is 

regular, further set w1 = 0, We >- 0 to ensure MC, then 

e oo = [I- T(TTWeT)- 1TTWe] · e 1 = 0. When T is singular, and the equation (2-5) 

holds, from ek = S · r- T · fk we can see that e oo * 0 if S · r fl Im(T) . 

2. 6.3 Disturbance rejection 
Wh en Wllf is close to the zero matrix, a( Q - LT) = a( (TT WeT + w1 + 

Wllf) -l Wllf) is close to zero, the convergence speed E = 11 ~;:~~ 2 
::; a( Q - LT) is fast. 

However this is analyzed without considering the non-repetitive disturbances. 

11 



2. Time windowed ILC 

Since !:lfk+t = fk+t- fk = L · ek , W~r is the penalty matrix of !:lfk+b the smaller 

W ~~ is, the larger !:lf k+l is , which means ILC controller will be more sensitive to 

the previous trial error, hence the more sensitive ILC is to the non-repetitive 

disturbance in the previous trial. So there exists a trade-off between the 

convergence speed and the disturbance rejection. 

2.6.4 Example 

The system under control with ILC is the same as the one in 2.5, but here use the 

LQ-optimal control strategy with parameters as follows: 

The error of the trial 1 ,2, 10 is depicted below which shows that with WM = o, 
the error doesn ' t change much after one trial. 

~ _r·· : : ~~,
0

:'"·'-s; : : l 
0 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.1 0.12 0.14 0.16 0.18 0.2 

t[s] 

~_r·· : : Y!9s : : 1 

0 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.1 0.12 0.14 0.16 0.18 0.2 
t[s] 

~r·· : : Y!9s : : 1 

0 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.1 0.12 0.14 0.16 0.18 0.2 
t[s] 

Fig. 8: W61 = 0, so the error changes little after one trial, 

Add a deterministic disturbance which changes the sign after each trial on the 

output of the plant, the comparison with and without W~r is shown in Fig. 9. The 

result can be explained in the following reasoning. 

12 



2. Time windowed ILC 

x 10 
-4 Disturbance rejection 

2.6 

--+-- w of=O 
2.4 --+-- w8f=1e-7 

2.2 

2 

1.8 
_N 

Q) 

1.6 

1.4 

1.2 

0. 8 L--L-___JL.._____JL..__------'-------'-------'------'-------'----'-----' 

0 5 1 0 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 
lteration step 

Fig. 9: Larger W11r can reject disturbance better at the expense of slower learning speed 

As analyzed before, with large Wllf the current feed-forward signal will be less 

influenced by the last trial error, in this sense it ' s closer to the case without the 

non-repetitive disturbances: eoo = [I- T(TTWeT + Wr r1
TTWe]. el :::::; 0. However 

with small Wllf e.g. Wllf = o, the error from the sign-changing disturbance will 

become dominant after one trial: 

Since w1 = 10-12 I :::::: o, we suppose T is regular, We = I, w1 = Wllf = 0, hence Q = 
I, L = T- 1

, v is the sign-changing disturbance, then 

e 1 = $ · r - T · f 1 + V = $ · r + V, f z = f 1 + T-1 e 1 = T- 1 
( $ · r + V); 

ez = $. r- T. fz- V= -2v, !3 = fz + r-1ez = r-1($. r - v); 

e3 = $. r- T. !3 +V= 2v, 14 = !3 + r-1e3 = r-1($. r + v); 

So the steady-state error is twice large of the sign-changing disturbance in terms 
of amplitude. 

13 



3. Frequency Domain ILC 

3. Frequency domaio ILC 

3.1. System representation 
When a discrete time system is a L TI causal system 

y(t) = Gd(p) · u(t) 

where Gd(p) = g0 + g1p-1 + g2p- 2 + ... , pis the time shift operator with pu(t) = 

u(t + 1). 

we can analyze it in frequency domain with the z - trans farm : 

00 

X(z) = L x(k)z-k 
k=O 

Get the frequency response when replacing z by ejwTs where wTs E [0, n], 

X(w) = x(z = ejwTs ) [3]. The 

general system is shown in Fig. 10, this time we analyze it in z-domain: 

Ek(z) = S(z)R(z)- G(z)S(z)Fk(z) 

The ILC update algorithm is: 

·-- -- --- --- ---- -- --- --- --
ro~fk+t 
I j+ó ILC 

~ L_SJr. 
r , e~r~ '1 • C G 

Fig. 10: Closed ILC loop, Lis the learning filter and Q is the robustness filte r 

3.2. Stability & Monotonic convergence 
Definition 1: lf lim ik (t) = f oo (t) exists, and llfoo (t)ll 2 < oo, the ILC is stable. 

k--> 00 

Definition 2: If there exists k E [0,1), llfoo (t)- fk+ 1 (t)ll 2 ~ kllfoo (t)- fk(t)llz, the 
ILC is monotonically convergent. 

Fk+l = Q[Fk + L(S · R- GS · Fk)] = Q(1- GSL) · Fk + QLS · R 

According to [ 11 ], the condition for both stability and monotonic convergence 
IS: 

14 



3. Frequency Domain ILC 

IIQ(1- GSL)II oo = SUPwTsE[O,n]IQ(eiwTs)(l- G(eiwTs)S(eiwTs)L(eiwTs))l < 1. 

ldeally L = (Gs)-1, Q = 1, F* = LS · R = (GS) - 1 S · R = G-1 · R. 

3.3. Performance 
Definition: The performance is evaluated as limk--.ao Ek(z) = Eao (z) 

Fk+1 = Q(Fk +LEk) ~ 
QLEao 

Fao = Q(Fao +LEao ) ~ Fao = --, 
1-Q 

Ek(z) = S(z)R(z)- G(z)S(z)Fk(z) ~ 
QLEao 

Eao =SR- GSF00 =SR- GS--~ 
1-Q 

1-Q 1-Q 
Eao (z) = 1- Q(1- GSL) SR= 1- Q(1- GSL) E1(z) 

when Q(z) = 1, GSL * 0, Eao (z) = 0. 

3.4. Example: ILC controller Design 
U se a 2-mass-spring-damper plant (Fig. 11) as an example to illustrate the 
designing procedure. The reference is the same as elaborated inSection 2.5 . 

.2...s + l 
The stabie feedback controller is C(s) = 100 · 2f and the plant is G(s) = 

60orr
5+1 

0.04Ss 2 +0 .4s + 2200 

( 0.0006 7 Ss 2 +0 .024s + 13 2)s 2 • 

Xz 

F 

Fig. 11: 2-mass-spring-damper system, x1 is the output 

First use ZEPTC metbod [ 12] to design a stabie non-causalleaming filter L that is 

an approximated inverse ofthe process sensitivity: (Gs)-1and satisfies LL(z) + 
L( G(z)S(z)) = 0. 

The bode plot of L with the nomina! process sensitivity GS is shown below: 
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3. Frequency Domain ILC 
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Fig. 12 : Learning filter L with GS using ZEPTC methad 
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Then design the robustness filter Q to ensure IIQ(l- GSL)IIoo < 1. To realize no

phase lag filtering use filtfilt function in Matlab, IIQ2(1- GSL)II oo < 1 need to 
be held. Design a butter-worth filter for the low-pass filter Q since the butter

worth filters are characterized by a magnitude response that is maximally flat in 
the pass band and monotonic overall [ 13] . 

The bode plot of Q is shown in Fig. 13: 
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I 

Fig. 13: Butter-worth filter: befare the cut-off frequency 450Hz, magnitude of Q is maximally close to OdB 
compared to other types of low pass filter 
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3. Frequency Domain ILC 

The stability condition is ensured in Fig. 14. 

Bodemag: MC 
0 

11 1111 11 11 I I lil! I 
-- 1-GSL i 1111 

I r-- -- 0 2(1-GSL) I !! I 
A' I i 

-50 

I I! 11111 1111 1 \111111 
1
1

11 
V 

I 111\ii V 
! ''!! _ .... I 

1 i lil' i 
,,1,1 I i i I Ï ~l-

-100 

~ ~H-~ 
~l--

lil i 

I 

11 

11111 
I 

I 
I I ! !lil 

11 I -200 
I 

,I I 
I I, I I 11 

-250 

-300 
10-3 

I lil 
10° 

Frequency(Hz) 

1 I 

Fig. 14: since using forward and backward filter, 

the stability condition has been changed to IIQ2(1- GSL)II oo < 1 

The error ofthe trial1,2,10 are shown in Fig. 15, which shows ILC is a stabie 
controller. 

~ _:j 10. : : ::::~','"'''::::: : : J 
0 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.1 0.12 0.14 0.16 0.18 0.2 

t(s) 

~ _r,· : :~ 
0 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.1 0.1 2 0.14 0.16 0.18 0.2 

t[s] 
Error of trial : 10 

~ 0.5 

..s 0 ~--oWM 
Ql -0.5 

0 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.1 0.12 0.14 0.16 0.18 0.2 
t(s) 

Fig. 15: Error oftrial1,2,10, which shows ILC is a stabie controller. 
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3. Frequency Domain ILC 

3.5. Trial-variant disturbance 
Suppose the output of the plant in Fig. 11 is exposed to variant disturbance Vb 

specifically vk is filtered independentand identically distributed (i. i. d) Gaussian 
noise with zero mean, i.e. Vk = Hnb hereby H is monic and stabie and stably 
invertible [14]. Then Ek =SR- svk- GSFk , with Fk+ 1 = Q(Fk +LEk) , we get 

Fk+ 1 = Q(1- LGS)Fk- QLSR- QLSVk 

With initial F1 = 0, we have 

With l = i - 1 and m = k - 1 - n, 

k - 2 k-2 

Fk = I[Q(l- LGS)] 1 QLSR- I [Q(1- LGS)]mQLSVk-1-m 
l=O m=O 

k-2 
[Q(1- LGS)]k- 1 

= QLSR 
1 

_ Q(
1 

_ LGS) - I [Q(1- LGS)]mQLSVk_1_m 
m=O 

therefore Ek = SR- SVk - GSFk 

= (1- GS [Q(
1

-LGS)]k-l QL) SR- SV: + GS "k-_2 [Q(1- LGS)]mQLSV 
1-Q(1-LGS) k L...m-0 k-1-m' 

Before further analysis, we take a quasi-stationary signal y(t) into account, 

y(t) = d(t) + v1 (t) + v2 (t), where d(t) is a deterministic signal while v1 (t), v2 (t) 

are fi1tered i. i. d Gaussian noise with zero mean, and v1 (t), v2 (t) are both 

independent of d(t). 

Auto-correlation function of y(t): 
N - 1I Ry(r) = E[(y(t)y(t- -r)] = lim N E[(y(t)y(t- -r)]; 

N-+oo 
t=1 

= Rd(T) + Rv
1 
(T) + Rv

2
(T) + Rdv

1 
(T) + Rdv

2
(T) + Rv

1
d(T) + Rv

1
v

2
(T) + Rv

2
d(T) + 

Rvzvl (-r). 

Since d(t), v1 (t), v2 (t) are independenttoeach other, Ry(r) = Rd(T) + 
Rv

1 
( T) + Rv

2 
( T). 

The spectrum of y(t): <t>y(w) = :F[Ry(T)] = J
0
oo Ry(-r)e-jw•d-r 
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3. Frequency Domain ILC 

Therefore ..._ = 11- GS 1-[Q(1-LGS)Jk-1 QLi z ..._ + (1 + 1-IQ (1- LGS) Izck-l))IGSQLi z ..._ 
''t'Ek 1-Q(1-LGS) 't'SR 1-IQ(1-LGS) I2 't'SV 

f . I 1-Q 1
2 

IGSQLI
2 

I ILC IS stable, <f> E = c ) <PsR + (1 + 
1 

c )lz)<f>sv co 1- Q 1- LGS 1- Q 1-LGS 

with Q = 1, L = a(Gs)-1
, <f>E = (1 + ~z) <Psv = (1 + - 1

-) <Psv when a E (0,1], 
co Za-a 2/a- 1 

the larger a, the larger <P Eco , furthermore, tjJ sv < tjJ Eco ~ 2 tjJ sv, there exists a trade

off between the leaming speed and the non-repetitive disturbance rejection [6] . 

3.6. Model uncertainty 
Usually the exact model ofthe plant is not reachable. To investigate the effect 
of model uncertainty on the ILC controller, use a rigid body model to 

approximate the plant shown in Fig. 11 : G(s) = 
1 

2 
(Fig. 16). So at low 

(m 1 +m2)s 

frequency region the simplified model G(s) ~ G(s) . 
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Fig. 16: Bode plot of the norminal plant and the approximated lower-oreder plant. 

With the cut-off frequency of 30Hz for Q, the stability condition is satisfied as 
depicted in Fig. 17. 
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3. Frequency Domain ILC 

Bodemag: MC 
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Fig. 17: stability criteria 11 Q2 (1 - GSL) ll oo < 1, the cut-off frequency of Q is 30Hz 

The error ofthe tria11,2,10 are shown in Fig. 18. ILC is still stab1e, but 

compared to Fig. 15, the performance is deteriorated, which is expected from 
1 - Q 

Eoo(z) = 1 - Q(1 - GSL) El(z) 

due to Q(z) * 1 from a re1ative1y 1ow frequency(30Hz). 

~ _r,;: : ::=:='"''"·· 's : : l 
0 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.1 0.12 0.14 0.16 0.1 8 0.2 

t[s] 

~:c:~ 
0 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.1 0.12 0.14 0.16 0.18 0.2 

t[s] 

~:~ 
-1~-----------------~--~--L-~--~--~--~--~--~~ 

0 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.1 0.12 0.14 0.16 0.18 0.2 
t[s] 

Fig. 18: Error oftrial1,2,10, compared to Fig. 15, the performance is deteriorated due to Q(z) =t- 1. 
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4. ILC with Basis Functions 

4. ILC with basis functions 

One of the disadvantage in time win do wed ILC is the heavy computation load 

when triallength becomes lager. To remedy this problem we use a basis 
functions approach [15]. -Wedefine the trial invariant basis functions as: 

The feed-forward signal f k is generated by the basis and parameter Ok E Rm: 

f k = \1' · Ok, by updating Ob we can get the new feed-forward signal with a lower 
computation load since m < N. 

For mechanica! systems, the feed forward signals depend on the reference to 
compensate for inertia, back electromotive force and friction effects. Given 
f k = \1' · Ok, usually choose \1' to be functions ofreference [15]. 

Also by constructing feed forward effort with basis functions, it is possible to 
handle reference variations. 

4.1. System representation 
The whole framework is shown in Fig. 19. 

ILC 
- ------ - - -- -------- ------ - - --- -- ---- --- ~ 

9k+l 9k /k +j Yd 
I Memory I 0 y, - ?1- -w + " I I + 

- Q 

ek 
L 

Fig. 19: Frameworkof ILC with basis functions, adopted from [4], [6], [7]. 
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4. ILC with Basis Functions 

With S 1 T E 'RN xN the corresponding convolution matrix of sensitivity and 

process sensitivity respectively,lJl E 'R.N xm the basis, fh E 'Rm the parameter 

vector of trial k, y d = S · r the extemal disturbance, we have 

The ILC update algorithm is 8k+t = Q8k +Lek, where Q E 'Rm x m I L E 

'Rm x N m < N· 
I - I 

4.2. Stability 
Definition [4]: /f ll8 oo ll 2 < oo with Yd = OI '<:/8 0 E 'Rml where 8 00 = 

lim 8k I I LC is stable. k_.oo 
8k+t = Q8k +Lek= Q8k- LTlJ18k = (Q- LTlJ1)8k 

With the same reasoning as in Section 2.2, 
,--I p-:-( Q---L-T-ll1-=--) <---..11 

4.3. Monotonic convergence & convergence speed 
Definition: If there exists k E [0~1)~ llfk+tll 2 $ kllfkllz I withyd = OI 'Vf0 E 'RN. ILC 
is monotonically convergent. 

f k+1 = lJl· 8k+1 = lJl(Q- LTlJl)(lJlTlJl)- l lJlTlJ18k = lJl(Q- LTlJl)(lJlTlJl)-llJlT f k 

With the same reasoning as in Section 2.3 , 

The convergence speed: 

4.4. Performance 
Definition: The performance 'P = limk_.oo llekllz. 

8k+1 = Q8k + L(yd- TlJl· 8k) = (Q- LTlJl)Ok + Lyd ~ 

8 oo = (I-Q+ LTlJl)-1Lyd ~ 

f oo = lJl· 8 oo = lJl(I- Q + LTlJl)-1Lyd; 

eoo = Yd- Tf oo = [I- TlJl(I- Q + LTlJl)-1 L]yd 

= [I- LlJl(I - Q + LTlJl)- 1 L · e1 ; 

when Q =I, rank(L) = m, and (4-1) holds, then: 
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4. ILC with Basis Functions 

eoo =[I- TI.Jl(LTI.Jl)- 1L] · e1 =[I- (LTL)- 1 Lr(LTI.Jl)(LTI.Jl)-1L] · e1 =[I

(LTL)- 1tTL] · Yd = 0. 

On the other hand, from ek = Yd- TI.Jl· Ok we can see that when Yd ft. Im(TI.Jl) , 

eoo * o, hence the I~C can only compensate those disturbances which lie in the 

span of TI.Jl , hence the selection of basis functions is criticalto the performance 

[15]. 

4.5. Optimal ILC with basis functions 

Cost function: J(Ok+t) = er+tWeek+t + tr+twtfk+t + !1fr+twt,tl1fk+t 

The objective is to find (Jk+t = ILC(Ok, ek) s. t. minimise6 k+l V(Ok+t) 

J((Jk+1) = (yd- ]I.Jl(Jk+1)TWe(Yd- TI.Jl(Jk+1) + or+1 tpTWr'P8k+1 

+ (I.Jl(Jk+1- f k)TWllf(I.Jl(Jk+1- f k) 

U se the same gradient methad introduced inSection 2.6: 
aJ(Ok+1) 
---=0==> 

aok+1 

Therefore, 

(Jk+1 = ['PT(TTWeT + Wr + Wllf )'Pr
1
'PT(TTWeT + Wllf )'POk 

+ ['PT(TTWeT + Wr + Wllf )'Pr
1
1.JlTTTWeek 

Q = ['PT(TT\tt'eT + W1 + Wllf )'Pr
1
1.J1T(TTWeT + Wllf )'P 

L = ['PT(TTWeT + Wr + Wllf )'Pr
1
1.J1TTT\tt'e 

Remark 1: monotonic convergence (MC) needs 

a=(I.Jl(Q- LTI.Jl)(I.JlTtp)-l tpT) 

= a=('P['Pr(rrwer + Wr + wllt )'Prl i.Jlrwllr'P(I.Jlri.Jl) -l i.Jlr) < 1 

with convergence speed 

Remark 2: when w1 = 0, and at the sametime MC condition holds, then Q =I, 

on the other side, L = ['Pr(rrweT + Wllt )'Pr
1
1.Jlrrrwe, ifrank(L) = m, then 

eoo = 0. 

Remark 3: si nee lp is usually chosen to be a function of reference, when 

reference changes trial by trial, Q and L need to be recalculated. U sing basis 
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4. ILC with Basis Functions 

functions , calculation load is possibly reduced. Construct the reference of trial k 

using basis functions : rk = ll'r · (Jk, where reference basis ll'r E 'RN x p , (Jk E 'RP. 

lt is possible to construct'}{ such that: lJ'k = 'H ~ (Jb where lJ'k is the basis 

functions ofrk , '}{ E 'RNfpxm , ~is the Kronecker product operator. By using 

,Kronecker product properties [16], we can get . 

Q = [J[T(TTWeT + W1 + W,v )J{r1
J[T(TTWeT + Wllf )J{ ~lp 

Only Kronecker products opera ti on need to be calculated if reference changes. 

4.6. Example 
Here we use the same reference, plantand feedback controller as illustrated in 

the example of2.5 . 

Choose 'J1 = [r f r] E R 20 1 x 3 , with We = I, w1 = o, W111 = o, the error propagation 

(Fig. 20) shows the error doesn 't change too much after one trial with 0 10 = 

[ -0.007, 1.005, O.OOSf. 

~ _:i 10 ' : ' ::::~' of1ri•l :s : : j 
0 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.1 0.12 0.14 0.16 0.18 0.2 

t[s] 

x 10-s Error of trial : 2 

~_: I ::~:: l 
0 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.1 0.12 0.14 0.16 0.18 0.2 

t[s] 

~-ro· : :~ : l 
0 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.1 0.12 0.14 0.16 0.18 0.2 

t[s] 

Fig. 20: Error in trial1,2 and 10, with We = I, w1 = 0, W61 = 0, 

the error reduces to 0.05 Jlm from 40 Jlm after one trial. 
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5. Summary 

5. Summary 

Feedback controller is in discrete form in applications, so analysis for ILC 
which works in parallel with feedback controller is suitably done in discrete 

time domain [3]. ILC has different kinds of representations in this report: time 

windowed ILC and frequency domain ILC. Stability, monotonic stability 

condition and performance are discussed respectively. In time windowed ILC, 
we can design a non-causal and L TV learning filter L and robustness filter Q, e.g. 

using optima! controL It is limited to be L TI in frequency domain ILC. We can 

still design non-casual L TI filters for frequency domain ILC by off-line 

opera ti on. 

In frequency domain ILC we can analyze the effect of model uncertainty more 
easily in terms of stability and performance. It is more obvious to find the trade

offbetween the learning speed and the trial-variant disturbance rejection using 
spectra which is in frequency domain. 

The disadvantage of implementing time windowed ILC is its high computation 
load with large triallength. To remedy this problem and also incorporate the 

reference variation situation, use ILC with basis functions [4] , [15]. 
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